Idaho Transportation Board
129,000 Pound Truck Route Subcommittee

April 19, 2017

Idaho Transportation Department
District 2 Office
2600 Frontage Road
Lewiston, Idaho

3:00 PM

1. Welcome and Preliminary Matters – Chair Jim Kempton
   - January 17, 2017 Subcommittee meeting minutes

2. Case #201622: US-95 – Milepost 430.56 to 538.56
   Chief Engineer’s (CE) Analysis and Recommendation
   – CE Kimbol Allen
   Public Comments – Public Involvement Coordinator Adam Rush
   Subcommittee Discussion and Recommendation - Chair Kempton

3. Case #201623: US-95 – Milepost 371.69 to 430.56
   CE’s Analysis and Recommendation
   Public Comments
   Discussion and Recommendation - Chair Kempton

4. Case #201624: SH-1 – Milepost 0.0 to 11.175 and 521.76 to 522.86
   CE’s Analysis and Recommendation
   Public Comments
   Discussion and Recommendation - Chair Kempton

5. Case #201632: US-2 – Milepost 64.35 to 80.18
   CE’s Analysis and Recommendation
   Public Comments
   Discussion and Recommendation - Chair Kempton

6. Case #201633: US-2 – Milepost 0.0 to 28.73 and US-95 interchange
   CE’s Analysis and Recommendation
   Public Comments
   Discussion and Recommendation - Chair Kempton
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7. Case #201634: SH-41 – Milepost 18.98 to 39.06
   CE’s Analysis and Recommendation 68 4:45
   Public Comments 72
   Discussion and Recommendation - Chair Kempton

8. Case #201635: SH-54 – Milepost 0.0 to 8.08
   CE’s Analysis and Recommendation 75 5:05
   Public Comments 79
   Discussion and Recommendation - Chair Kempton

9. Local routes requested (provided for information only) 81

10. Adjourn 5:25

*Listed times are in Pacific Time and are estimates only.